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ABSTRACT
This paper provides new evidence on the long-run relationship between trade and
budget deficits in ten African countries over the quarterly period 1973:2 - 2005:4.
Cointegration analyses are based on four approaches: Harris-Inder (1994), Shin (1994),
Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) and Sowell (1992). In conformity with theoretical
considerations, our analysis reveals that there is a positive long-run relationship
between the trade deficit and the budget deficit; however, in the short run, we find
weak evidence that these deficits are closely linked and that the budget deficit causes
the trade deficit. The analysis finds that bidirectional long-run causality between
deficits receives strong empirical support. Unidirectional causality and no causality
characterize the short run, so bidirectional causality was found to be largely
unimportant. Budget deficit adjustment, not trade deficit adjustment, is shown to be the
key engine governing the speed of budget-trade deficit convergence; that is, the budget
deficit is the primary variable that changes in order to restore equilibrium when the
system has been subjected to shock. Moreover, budget deficits are found to converge
much faster than trade deficits.
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I. INTRODUCTION
One of the less heavily investigated subjects in the literature of developing
countries is the relationship between trade and budget deficits. The main purpose of
this paper is to empirically investigate this relationship for ten African countries over
the quarterly period 1973:2 through 2005:4 utilizing the cointegration test procedures
and the related notion of error-correction. The African nations examined are Botswana,
Burundi, Kenya, Mauritius, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, South Africa, Togo and
Tunisia.
An important contribution of this study is that it examines the relationship
between the trade deficit and the budget deficit in the context of conventional and
fractional cointegration approaches. Additionally, this paper uses trivariate causality to
investigate empirically the causal relation between two deficit variables. These
approaches have two major advantages over the extant empirical research on this issue.
First, this paper relaxes the assumption in the conventional cointegration analyses that
the cointegrating residual must be integrated of order zero (i.e., I(0)) before the null
hypothesis of no-cointegration can be rejected. The strict nature of I(0) assumption may
lead to invalid conclusions since it may not be adequate in assessing each country’s
data for the existence of a long-run equilibrium relationship.
In this study, we employ tests for fractional cointegration, and two estimators
used are the GPH test of Geweke and Porter (1983) and the exact maximum likelihood
(EML) of Sowell (1992) and others. This generalized form of cointegration enables us to
capture slow or subtle mean-reverting dynamics because the integration order of the
cointegrating residual is allowed to take any value on the real line. Therefore, it enables
the capture of a long-run equilibrium relationship that is mean reverting though
stationary but not exactly I(0).
Second, tests for cointegration and Granger causality are conducted here in a
trivariate framework. It is well-known that studies which focus only on two variable
cases may be biased due to the omission of an important third variable see Lutkepohl
(1982, 1993). As Lutkepohl demonstrates, non-causality in a bivariate setting may be
associated with the methodological problem of a third missing variable. Several
researchers have shown that this omission-of-variables bias often found in a bivariate
setting could result in the statistical instability of the cointegration space and, hence,
distorts cointegration inferences, see Arize et al. (2000).
The objective of this paper is threefold. The first objective is to explore the
plausible long-run linkage between the trade deficit and the budget deficit in 10 African
countries. A large number of studies have applied the standard cointegration tests in
the investigation of the issue, but very few apply the fractional and /or Harris-Inder
(1994) as well as Shin (1994) tests. The three cointegration test methods applied here are
based on two different null hypotheses: absence of cointegration in the fractional
methods and presence of cointegration in the Harris-Inder or Shin method. To our
knowledge, no other study provides an investigation of trade-budget-deficits
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relationship using African countries’ data and fractional and /or Harris-Inder (1994) as
well as Shin (1994) cointegration tests.
The second objective of this article is to examine Granger causality between trade
and budget deficits within the well known cointegration and error-correction
framework. This framework tries to establish causality between the two variables after
reintroducing the low-frequency (long-run) information (through the error-correction
term) into the analysis. Hence, we are able to test for long and short-run causality, as
well as identify which variable(s) bear the burden of short-run adjustment to reestablish
the long-run equilibrium following a shock to the system. From a policy-making
perspective, these issues are important in order to eliminate trade and budget deficits; it
is generally accepted that an economy without these deficits is more likely to thrive
than an economy overwhelmed with deficits.
The third objective of this study is to estimate the speed of adjustments, median
and mean time lags of trade and budget deficits in African countries. How quickly the
trade deficit (the budget deficit) responds to changes in the budget deficit (the trade
deficit) has not been examined in this literature. Understanding the adjustment process
is likely to lead to improved predictions that can benefit both market participants and
policymakers. For instance, knowledge of the primary variable that adjusts its level in
order to restore equilibrium when the system has been subjected to shock can guide
authorities in Africa in deciding the appropriate exchange rate, export promotion,
productivity improvement, fiscal, and monetary policies to be implemented in
adjusting macroeconomic variables such as the trade balance. Understanding the nature
of the adjustment process for budget/trade deficits can also be useful in evaluating the
future effects that may occur as a result of policy changes and can provide useful
guidance in drawing conclusions regarding any general hypotheses. In sum, this article
differs from the existing literature, not only in its data set, but also in its empirical
method and its new evidence identifying budget deficit adjustment to be the key engine
governing the speed of budget-trade deficit convergence.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
examine some of the simple theoretical foundations upon which our empirical results
are based. The empirical results are presented in Section III while summary and
concluding remarks are in Section IV.
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The well-known saving-investment identity could be derived from the national
income identity:
Y  C + I + G + (X – M); and S + (T – G)  I + (X – M)

(1)

where Y is the national income; C is private consumption; I is investment; G is
government expenditures on final goods and services; X is exports of goods and
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services; M is imports of goods and services; (X - M) is net exports or the trade
balance; S is national savings (private sector savings; and T is government tax revenues.
After substituting, equation (1) becomes
(X – M)  (S – I) + (T – G);

or TD = BD + SI.

(2)

In this case, net exports simply equal the private saving-investment gap plus the budget
balance. Thus, assuming a stable saving - investment gap, an increase in public sector
deficit will directly increase the trade deficit. While the identity does not provide any
behavioral or temporary relationships between the deficits, or even the direction of
causality, it provides a basis for expecting a positive long-run equilibrium relationship
between the two deficits.
Four possible causation linkages may be present between the budget deficit and
the trade deficit. The first linkage is the Keynesian (conventional) proposition often
associated with the Mundell-Fleming model. It argues that there exists a positive
relationship between the two deficits and that causality is from the budget deficit to the
trade deficit. In the context of this model, an increase in budget deficit would cause an
increase in domestic interest rate above the world rate, with capital inflows and
appreciation of the domestic currency as effects. These effects, in turn, result in an
increase in trade (current account) deficit.
As discussed in Kearney and Monadjami (1990), reverse causation from trade to
budget deficits can come about if there is a change in the expectations of inflation. A
decrease in expected inflation would lead to currency appreciation and thus decrease
net exports and increase the trade deficit. This in turn will have the usual multipliertype decrease in output and consequently in tax revenues. Thus, by this approach,
decreased inflationary expectations would lead trade deficits to cause budget deficits.
Also, reverse causation from trade to budget deficits can occur if excessive trade
deficits plunge an economy into a recession and subsequently lead to a financial or
solvency crisis in which a large injection of public funds may be needed to
rehabilitate the struggling financial sector or to minimize the severity of a recession.
For more discussion of this, see Kim and Kim (2006). In other words, the large inflow of
capital or debt accumulations affects the budgetary stance of a country and ultimately
leads to budget deficit. Summers (1988) has referred to this reverse causality as current
account targeting and suggests that external adjustments may be sought through
budget (fiscal) policy.1
Bidirectional causality may exist between trade and budget deficits. While
budget deficits may cause trade deficits, the existence of significant feedback may cause
1

Examples of studies that support reverse causation are Kearney and Monadjami (1990),
Anoruo and Ramchander (1998), Khalid and Teo (1999) and Alkswani (2000).
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causality between the two variables to run in both directions. In this case, it is not
enough to cut the budget deficit in order to eliminate trade deficits. It is necessary as
well to complement budget-cut policies with a coherent package focusing on policies
for export promotion, productivity improvement and exchange rate, among others.
In contrast, proponents of the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis (REH) suggest
the absence of any relationship between the trade deficit and the budget deficit.
Proponents of this view point out that, while a tax cut (hence a deficit) has the effect of
reducing public revenues and public savings and enlarging the budget deficit, it
increases private saving by an amount equal to the expected increase in the tax burden
in future years. That is, savings will respond positively to the changes in budget
deficits, leaving the trade deficit unaltered. Similarly, if government runs a deficit by
borrowing, the economic agents expect that government will raise future taxes to
finance the budget deficit and so they increase their savings to meet the future tax
burden. In sum, alterations in the composition of public financing (i.e., debt versus
taxes) have no impact on real interest rate, aggregate demand, private spending, the
exchange rate or current account balance. In other words, the absence of any Granger
causality relationship between the two deficits would support REH.
III. METHODOLOGY AND ESTIMATION RESULTS
A. The data and the unit root tests
The quarterly data (1973:2 - 2005:4) for our investigation come from the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)’s International Financial Statistics (IFS) CD-ROM
(May, 2005). When data are unavailable, other sources such as IFS CD-ROM (June 1998)
and World Tables have been used to fill-in any data gaps. Trade deficits (excess of
imports over exports) in U.S. Dollars were converted to domestic currency by using the
relevant nominal exchange rates. To eliminate the upward bias that may result from
increases in economic growth and inflation, we have scaled the trade deficits in
domestic currency by the nominal gross domestic product (GDP). Henceforth, the trade
deficit is referred to as TDt. Similarly, budget deficits in domestic currency have been
scaled by nominal GDP and will henceforth be referred to as BDt. To account for
different channels of interaction between the trade/deficit process, we have included
industrial production (to control for the effects of business cycles) or real output as one
of the right-hand side variables. In what follows, we refer to this as activity measure
(yt).
B. Cointegration test results
To establish whether there is a long-run equilibrium relationship among the
variables TD, BD and y, we must employ the concept of cointegration developed by
Engle and Granger (1987). The basic idea of cointegration is that two or more
nonstationary time series may be regarded as defining a long-run equilibrium
relationship if a linear combination of the variables in the model is stationary
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(converges to any equilibrium over time). Thus, if the link between the trade deficit, the
budget deficit and the activity measure describes a stationary long-run relationship, this
can be interpreted to mean that the stochastic trend in the variables is related. In other
words, even though deviations from the equilibrium should occur, they are mean
reverting.
A prerequisite in applying the cointegration procedure is to test the unit root
properties of the series. The common practice is to use the augmented Dickey–Fuller
(ADF) t-statistics. As is usually done in the literature, we report the value of the ADF
(k), where k is the minimum lag for white errors. According to Table 1, the ADF test
results suggest that the null hypothesis of a unit root (i.e., nonstationarity) is accepted
when the variables are in levels, but it is rejected when the series are in first differences.
Series that are nonstationary in levels have a unit root (stochastic trend). Shocks to a
time series that has a unit root are, in part, permanent; they change the long-run level of
the series permanently.
Table 1
Results of the ADF test for a Unit root tests
Name of
Country

Levels
TD

BD

Differences
y

TD

BD

y

Botswana

-2.01

-1.88

2.35

-5.56

-6.21

-4.14

Burundi

-1.80

-2.43

-1.72

-5.92

-7.24

-4.10

Kenya

-4.13

-5.01

-2.14

-6.25

-6.06

-8.25

Mauritius

-2.72

-2.00

-1.37

-5.28

-5.69

-5.00

Nigeria

-2.98

-2.50

-1.30

-5.31

-5.64

-5.36

Rwanda

-3.02

-2.65

-1.97

-6.41

-6.06

-5.05

Sierra Leone

-2.14

-2.65

-1.26

-5.35

-5.97

-4.89

South Africa

-3.19

-2.38

0.27

-5.66

-6.41

-3.47

Togo

-2.72

-6.63

-3.01

-5.38

-6.74

-4.79

Tunisia

-3.60

-3.33

1.09

-6.38

-5.66

-2.52

Notes: - The augmented Dickey - Fuller (ADF) test examines the null hypothesis of an I(1) process against
the alternative of an I(0) process. The number of lagged differences included in the ADF regression is
eight and procedures in Arize and Ndubizu (1992) and Arize and Shwiff (1998) were followed. The
critical value at the 5 percent level for the ADF tests is -3.45 and for the first difference it is -2.86.
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C. Conventional cointegration tests
Since a unit root has been confirmed for the data series, the question is whether there
exists some long-run equilibrium relationship among trade deficits, budget deficits and
activity measure for each country in our sample. As can be seen in Table 2, the HarrisInder test as well as the Shin’s test is conducted with three, six and eight lags. The null
of stationarity (or cointegration) is not rejected at all lag lengths in some countries.
However, as the authors suggest, some degree of augmentation in the tests is needed
for better results.
Table 2
Cointegration tests
Harris - Inder
Name of
Country

Lag series
3

6

Shin test
Lag series

8

TD as dependent

3

6

Lag series
8

BD as dependent

3

6

Lag series
8

TD as dependent

3

6

Estimato
r
8

DLS
ψt[t]

BD as dependent

Botswana

0.21

0.16

0.14

0.20

0.18

0.17

0.06

0.07

0.08

0.05

0.05

0.06

1.43[4.77]

Burundi

1.15

0.81

0.69

0.18

0.19

0.19

0.85

0.62

0.53

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.47[1.94]

Kenya

0.07

0.06

0.05

0.16

0.14

0.14

0.08

0.06

0.06

0.08

0.07

0.08

0.41[1.85]

Mauritius

0.14

0.11

0.10

0.59

0.35

0.29

0.09

0.08

0.07

0.32

0.23

0.20

0.22[1.67]

Nigeria

0.13

0.10

0.09

0.46

0.32

0.27

0.06

0.05

0.05

0.35

0.25

0.22

0.13[1.60]

Rwanda

1.05

0.89

0.79

0.23

0.21

0.19

1.35

0.96

0.82

0.17

0.16

0.15

0.68[2.17]

SierraLeone

0.89

0.60

0.51

0.62

0.48

0.43

0.20

0.16

0.15

0.82

0.68

0.62

0.57[2.19]

SouthAfrica

0.12

0.08

0.07

0.20

0.14

0.12

0.09

0.07

0.06

0.21

0.15

0.13

0.58[3.18]

Togo

0.20

0.18

0.18

0.36

0.32

0.33

0.11

0.10

0.10

0.34

0.28

0.27

0.57[6.87]

Tunisia

0.09

0.09

0.08

0.09

0.08

0.08

0.06

0.06

0.06

0.11

0.09

0.09

0.26[1.94]

Notes: - The critical value at the 10 percent level is 0.175 and 0.233 at 5 percent level [Sephton (1996) Table
1].

Whether we normalize on the trade or the budget deficit variable, cointegration
test results appear mixed. For the trade deficit, the data show that the Harris-Inder test
rejects cointegration at the 10 percent level (using eight lags) in Burundi, Rwanda, Sierra
Leone, and Togo. In a similar fashion, normalizing on the budget deficit, the test rejects
cointegration in Botswana, Burundi, Mauritius, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sierra-Leone and
Togo. These results can be interpreted as suggesting that the more appropriate
approach is normalizing on the trade deficit. This is so because normalizing on the
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budget deficit was rejected in all but three cases. It is worth mentioning that these
results are generally corroborated by the Shin test results which indicate the presence
of no cointegration in Burundi and Rwanda (with trade deficit as the regressand) and
Mauritius, Nigeria, Sierra-Leone and Togo (with budget deficit as the regressand).
Overall, Shin’s test results support normalizing on TD. Also, observe that the results
obtained using dynamic least squares (DLS) estimator reveal a positive relationship
between the trade deficit and the budget deficit in Africa.
D. Fractional cointegration tests
The empirical results reported above have been obtained using the conventional
cointegration approaches, and the evidence has been mixed. The traditional tests have
low power when the residuals from a cointegrating equation are mean reverting but not
I(0); therefore, greater flexibility can be achieved by using an autoregressive
fractionally integrated moving average (ARFIMA) model.
An autoregressive
fractionally integrated moving average (ARFIMA) process can be postulated as: where
d is the long-memory (fractional differencing) parameter that can take on integer and
non-integer values, and Φ(L) and Θ(L) are the usual autoregressive and moving
average polynomials in the lag operator with roots outside the unit circle. It is the
fractional differencing parameter in the long-memory models that determines the
presence and describes the nature of the long memory.

( L)(1  L) d xt  ( L) t ,  t ~ (0,  2 )

(3)

An ARFIMA is said to be a stationary process when -0.5 < d < 0.5. This area can
be divided into two parts. For -0.5< d < 0 all the autocorrelations are negative and
hyperbolic, so the process is considered anti-persistent memory (intermediate memory),
whereas for 0 < d < 0.5, the process is called stationary long-memory with positive
autocorrelations that decay hyperbolically. If 0.5 d< 1, the process is nonstationary and
its mean reversion properties are persistent in nature. Therefore, for 0< d < 1, the
process has a long memory (i.e., a fractionally integrated process) and it is mean
reverting. In sum, as Cheung and Lai (1993) pointed out, an appealing aspect of the
ARFIMA model is its ability to capture a wide variety of low-frequency behavior with a
single parameter, d, whose interpretation depends on whether d < 1 or not.4 Table 3
presents some of the characteristics associated with different estimated values of d.

4

If d=1 (i.e., I(1) process), it is both covariance nonstationary and not mean-reverting, and an innovation has permanent effect on the series. On
the other hand, for a fractionally integrated process with d < 1, an innovation has no permanent effect on the series but its mean-reversion
properties are persistent (i.e., the dependence between distant observations is noticeable).
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Table 3
Summary of fractional integration values
d value

Mean

Variance

Shock duration

Equilibrium Relationship

d > 1.0

No meanreversion

Infinite
variance

Infinite which effects
increases

Cointegration is not valid

d = 1.0

No meanreversion

Infinite
variance

Infinite which effects
decreases

Cointegration is not valid

0.5  d < 1.0

Long runmeanreversion

Finite
variance

Long time

Deviations are meanreverting but not stationary;
Cointegration holds, but very
weakly.

0 < d < 0.5

Long runmeanreversion

Finite
variance

Long time

Deviations are meanreverting and stationary in the
long run;
Cointegration holds weakly.

d=0

Long runmeanreversion

Finite
variance

Long time

Deviations follow a stationary
and mean-reverting process;
Cointegration holds.

Testing for fractional cointegration requires testing for fractional integration in
the error-correction term. Cointegration exists when the equilibrium error is mean
reverting, that is, d lies inside the limits specified by 0 < d < 1. In this case, the error
term responds slowly to shocks so that deviations from equilibrium are more persistent.
To approximate the value of d for the error term, we have opted to use methods
suggested by Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983), henceforth GPH, and Sowell (1992),
from amongst the various methods used for implementing cointegration tests based on
the estimation of the ARFIMA model.
GPH (1983) suggests the semi-parameteric estimator of d based on the following
OLS-based estimating equation:

ln(I (w j ))   0  1 ln(4 sin 2 (w j / 2))   t ; j  1,..., n

(4)

with β1 = -d, where I(wj) is the periodogram of a series at frequency wj, and wj = 2πj / T
(j = 1, . . .,T-1). The number of low-frequency ordinates (n) used in this test is n=Tμ,
where T is the number of observations. The value of d can be used to test the null
hypothesis of a unit root. GPH simulation suggests μ =0.5 or above. Work by Cheung
9

and Lai (1993) points out that a large number of μ will contaminate the estimate of d
while too few will produce imprecise estimates of d. More recent results by Hurvich,
Deo and Brosky (1998), Lai (1997) and others find that 0.6 μ  0.8 are more appropriate
values to use in the spectral regression of the GPH (1983) test. In this study we have
employed a μ equal to 0.60.
The GPH method of testing for cointegration is a three-step approach. In the first
step, the residuals from equation (4) are obtained by means of ordinary least square
(OLS). In the second step, to ensure stationarity of the series, the residuals in first
differences are generated. In the third step, the GPH test is used to estimate the
differencing order of the residuals from the regression of trade deficit on budget deficit
and activity measure as well as the residuals from the regression of budget deficit on
trade deficit and activity measure. The null d = 1 (no cointegration) is tested against the
alternative d < 1 (fractional cointegration). That is, the null hypothesis that trade deficit,
budget deficit and activity measure are not cointegrated is tested against the alternative
hypothesis that they are cointegrated. The d-estimates from the GPH regression and the
t-statistics for the null hypothesis of d=1 are reported in Table 4. Starting with GPH test
results for the residuals, it is found that most of the estimated values of d are I(d) with 0
<d < 1.
The exceptions can be found in the results for Burundi and Kenya, where the
sign on d is negative, and in the results for South Africa, where the value of d is greater
than one. Another interesting feature of the results is that most of the residual series are
fractionally integrated since the fractional difference parameter is significantly different
from zero, and also a formal hypothesis testing indicates significant evidence of d < 1.
On the whole, the results indicate the presence of cointegration and possibly fractional
cointegration among trade deficit, budget deficit and activity measure. Therefore,
although the series may vary widely, deviations from the cointegrating relationship are
mean reverting, so that a shock to the system will eventually die out.
Another appealing aspect of our results is that the GPH test tends to be relatively
more powerful than our conventional tests in finding cointegration. For example, for
the Harris-Inder test results, we saw that cointegration is rejected in four cases when the
regressand is the trade deficit variable. According the GPH test results, cointegration is
confirmed for all four cases, namely, Burundi, Rwanda, Sierra-Leone and Togo. In a
similar fashion, cointegration which was rejected in seven cases is strongly supported in
the GPH test results of d=1. As a cross-check of these results, we report the results
obtained using the exact maximum likelihood procedure. The first difference of the
residuals was used in the analysis.
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Table 4
Cointegration tests using GPH estimator
GPH
Name of

Residuals normalized on trade deficit

Residuals normalized on budget deficit

Country

p=0.6

p=0.6

H0: d = 0

H0: d = 1

H0: d = 0

H0: d = 1

Botswana

0.338[1.69, 1.66]

0.338[3.13, 3.24]

0.067[0.37, 0.33]

0.067[5.11, 4.57]

Burundi

0.525[4.89, 2.36]

0.525[4.42, 2.14]

-0.083[0.37, 0.37]

-0.083[4.83, 4.87]

-0.020[0.11, 0.10]

-0.020[5.72, 5.00]

0.238[1.49, 1.17]

0.238[4.77, 3.74]

Mauritius

0.428[2.61, 2.01]

0.428[3.49, 2.69]

0.950[8.90, 4.47]

0.950[0.47, 0.24]

Nigeria

0.335[1.40, 1.71]

0.335[2.79, 3.39]

0.676[2.80, 3.44]

0.676[1.34, 1.65]

Rwanda

0.220[1.10, 1.04]

0.220[3.91, 3.67]

0.376[1.42, 1.77]

0.376[2.36, 2.94]

Sierra- Leone

0.586[4.33, 2.99]

0.586[3.06, 2.11]

0.394[1.76, 2.01]

0.394[2.70, 3.09]

South- Africa

1.071[3.31, 5.46]

1.071[0.22, 0.36]

0.622[3.09, 3.17]

0.622[1.88, 1.93]

Togo

0.358[1.28, 1.68]

0.358[2.30, 3.02]

0.225[1.63, 1.06]

0.225[5.61, 3.65]

Tunisia

0.078[0.70, 0.38]

0.078[8.23, 4.52]

0.346[1.83, 1.70]

0.346[3.45, 3.20]

Kenya

Notes: -The critical values for the GPH are 2.10 at the 5 percent level and 1.59 at the 10 percent level (Anderson and
Lyhagen (1997)). The first value in square bracket is t-value based on the empirical error variance (OLS) and the
second value is Z based on theoretical error variance. For example, using Burundi’s data, the OLS standard error is
0.1074 (0.525/4.89) and the theoretical standard error is 0.2224 (0.525/2.36). To test H0: d = 1, we obtain in absolute
term 4.42 [i.e., (0.525-1)/0.1074] and 2.14[(0.525-1/0.2224)], respectively.

Table 5 reports the parameter estimates for various models obtained using the
exact maximum likelihood procedure. We experimented with numerous alternative
ARFIMA (p,d*,q) with p = 0, 1, 2 and q =0, 1, 2 . The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)
procedure was used for selecting reasonable models.
For all selected models, standard t-tests were computed and have been reported
in Table 5. Normal distribution is used for critical values in the t-test. One can be added
to the estimates for d* in order to obtain estimates for d. Looking at the data in Table 5,
it can easily be seen that the results are qualitatively the same as those obtained from
using the GPH estimator. Moreover, the residual series are fractionally integrated as the
null hypothesis of no fractional cointegration (d* = 0) is rejected in most cases.
An important issue relates to the contribution of activity measure (ZT) to the
fractional cointegration property of the estimated models. To measure that, the models
were estimated after dropping the activity variable. The results are in the appendix, and
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they convincingly show that the inclusion of the activity variable did not influence the
reported fractional cointegration test results.
Table 5
Fractional cointegration tests using Maximum Likelihood Estimator
(With Trade Deficit, Budget Deficit and Activity)
Name of
Country

Maximum Likelihood
ARFIMA (p,d,q)
d*

T-Value

Maximum Likelihood
ARFIMA (p,d,q)
d*

Residuals normalized on trade deficit

T-Value

Residuals normalized on budget deficit

Botswana

(0,d,1)

-0.584

[5.25]

(0,d,1)

-0.935

[3.43]

Burundi

(0,d,1)

-0.335

[2.56]

(0,d,0)

-0.956

1[0.10]

Kenya

(0,d,1)

-0.481

[4.39]

(0,d,1)

-0.886

[4.49]

Mauritius

(0,d,1)

-0.459

[3.95]

(0,d,1)

-0.443

[4.12]

Nigeria

(0,d,1)

-0.583

[6.15]

(0,d,0)

-0.628

[8.75]

Rwanda

(0,d,1)

-0.835

[6.77]

(0,d,1)

-0.537

[4.42]

Sierra Leone

(0,d,1)

-0.441

[4.65]

(0,d,1)

-0.337

[2.82]

South- Africa

(0,d,1)

-0.155

[0.99]

(0,d,1)

-0.562

[3.48]

Togo

(0,d,1)

-0.563

[4.62]

(0,d,1)

-0.466

[3.62]

Tunisia

(0,d,1)

-0.517

[4.43]

(0,d,1)

-0.570

[4.93]

Notes: - ARFIMA (p,d,q) models are estimated for each residual data series using p q = 0, 1, 2. ARFIMA
modelling was done using PcGive software.

E. Granger causality tests
In this section, we examine the issue of causality. Engle and Granger (1987)
demonstrates the general duality between cointegration and the VECM. Further, they
show that cointegration implies that standard Granger causality tests are misspecified
and that use should be made of error-correction models instead. These make the VECM
an ideal tool to examine Granger causality among budget deficit, trade deficit and
activity, as well as the speed of convergence of the relevant variables to their
equilibrium. By the Granger representation theorem (GRT) and by focusing on TD and
BD, the relevant error-correction models are as follows:
TDt  a0  1 t 1 

n


i 1

n

a1i TDt  i 


i 1

n

a2i BDt  i 

a

3i yt  i

  1t

(5)

i 1
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BDt  b0  2 t 1 

n


i 1

n

b1i TDt  i 


i 1

n

b2i BDt  i 

b

3i yt  i

  2t

(6)

i 1

where λ1 and  2 are coefficients for the error-correction terms in equations (5) and (6).
These coefficients are expected to capture the adjustments of
ΔTDt
and ΔBDt
towards long-run equilibrium. In our case, equation (5) is used to test causation from
budget deficits to trade deficits – (that is, budget deficits do not Granger-cause trade
deficits if all a 2i = 0 and /or λ1 = 0), while equation (6) is used to test causality from trade
deficits to budget deficits - trade deficits do not Granger-cause budget deficits if all b1i
=0 and/or λ2 = 0. Since we found evidence of cointegration, there must be either
unidirectional or bidirectional Granger causality, because at least one of the error
correction terms should be significantly different from zero by the definition of
cointegration.
The VECM approach, besides showing the direction of Granger-causality among
the variables, enables one to distinguish between ‘short-run’ and ‘long-run’ Grangercausality. The former is generally referred to as the channel 1 source of causation and
can be evaluated by testing whether the estimated coefficients on lagged values of
∆BDt [all α2i =0] in equation (5) or lagged values of ΔTDt [all b1i = 0] in equation (6) are
jointly statistically significant. This can be done using a standard Wald test. For
convenience, we interpret this ‘short-run’ Granger-causality as weak causality. On the
other hand, ‘long-run’ Granger causality is generally referred to as the channel 2 source
of causation and can be evaluated by testing whether the coefficient of the errorcorrection term in each equation [that is, λ1 =0 ; λ2 = 0 ] is statistically different from
zero by a t-test. For consistence, we have used a Wald test.
When testing for Granger causality, it is desirable to examine whether both
channel 1 and channel 2 sources of causation are jointly significant. This is so because
the joint test will indicate which variable(s) bear the burden of short-run adjustment to
reestablish long-run equilibrium, following a shock to the system (Asafu-Adjaye, 2000).
This is referred to as a ‘strong causal relation’ and can be examined by testing the joint
null hypothesis that all a 2i = 0 and λ = 0 in equation (5) or that all
b1i = 0 and λ2 = 0
1
in equation (6).
The empirical results of causality through these channels are shown in Table 6.
We report three causality tests relating to zero restriction of relevant variables in the
VECM where the null hypothesis is that there is no Granger causality against the
alternative that there is Granger causality.
In Table 6 beginning with the short-run Granger causality, the Wald statistics
suggest that budget deficits Granger-cause trade deficits in four countries (Botswana,
Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa) at the 10 percent level or better. Similarly, there is
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evidence of short-run Granger causality running from trade deficits to budget deficits in
one country (Rwanda). For Togo short-run bidirectional Granger causality was
observed, while no evidence of short-run causal relation between trade deficits and
budget deficits was found in Tunisia.
Table 6
Granger test of causality: Wald test statistics
African Countries
H 0 : TDt  BDt

H 0 : TDt  BDt

Source of causation (independent variable)
Short run

Name of
Country

Long run

BDt lags and
lags

BDt lags

Short run

t  1

t  1

TDt
lags

Long run

TDt lags and

t  1

t  1

Botswana

5

9.48(0.05)

13.58(0.02)

9.09(0.00)

1.49(0.83)

18.20(0.00)

6.64(0.01)

Burundi

3

1.09(0.58)

3.88(0.27)

0.34(0.56)

3.27(0.20)

22.45(0.00)

20.07(0.00)

Kenya

5

7.95(0.09)

7.66(0.18)

5.76(0.02)

2.11(0.72)

11.94(0.04)

9.17(0.00)

Mauritius

2

0.98(0.32)

25.80(0.00)

25.38(0.00)

0.03(0.87)

7.77(0.02)

6.68(0.01)

Nigeria

3

12.69(0.00)

22.44(0.00)

17.43(0.00)

3.52(0.17)

5.92(0.12)

4.13(0.04)

Rwanda

5

1.84(0.77)

30.20(0.00)

25.96(0.00)

27.23(0.00)

49.43(0.00)

6.25(0.01)

Sierra Leone

6

6.29(0.28)

12.28(0.06)

7.00(0.01)

5.78(0.33)

17.66(0.01)

11.92(0.00)

South Africa

4

6.23(0.10)

7.68(0.10)

0.33(0.57)

5.67(0.13)

17.76(0.00)

10.75(0.00)

Togo

5

54.95(0.00)

56.67(0.00)

3.03(0.08)

12.43(0.01)

118.19(0.00)

84.67(0.00)

Tunisia

7

2.83(0.83)

4.22(0.75)

3.23(0.07)

6.15(0.41)

10.13(0.18)

6.81(0.01)

Note: Lags are equal to (k-1) for the ECM.

With respect to the long-run Granger causality, there is strong evidence of
bidirectional causality (feedback) between trade deficits and budget deficits in eight
cases (Botswana, Kenya, Mauritius, Nigeria, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Togo, and Tunisia).
The results for two cases (Burundi and South Africa) confirm unidirectional Grangercausality running from trade deficits to budget deficit.
Concerning the issue of burden of adjustment towards the long-run equilibrium
in response to a short-run deviation, the most striking result is that both BD and TD are
important for most of the cases (Botswana, Mauritius, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, South
Africa and Togo) in our sample. This verdict, in a multi-country framework is
corroborated by the work of Darrat (1988), Kouassi et al. (2004) and several others. We
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also found that the burden of adjustment depended on TD in two cases (Burundi and
Kenya), whereas in Nigeria the burden of adjustment appears to depend on only BD.
In sum, for a majority of the cases studied, long-run bidirectional Granger
causality was dictated between TD and BD; however, in the case of short-run Granger
causality, the results revealed one case (Togo) of bidirectional causality. It is one-way
causality from BD to TD (Botswana, Kenya, Nigeria and South Africa) and as well as no
causality (Mauritius, Sierra Leone and Tunisia) between the budget and trade deficits
that are tended to characterize the short-run dynamics. Short-run unidirectional
Granger causality from TD to BD was obtained for Rwanda and bidirectional Granger
causality was obtained for Togo.
F. Speed of adjustment and mean time-lags
Studies of the relationship between budget deficits and trade deficits are notably
silent on issues regarding the adjustment mechanism of their convergence process. This
section provides information on the convergence speeds of the trade deficit and the
budget deficit. Using vector error-correction (VEC) analysis, we estimate the speeds at
which the individual variables revert to their long-run values as well as the mean time
of the response.
The speed of adjustment is represented by the absolute value of the errorcorrection term, which can be interpreted as the response of the dependent variable in
each period to the departures from equilibrium, or for example, as the change in the
budget deficit variable per quarter that is attributed to the disequilibrium between the
actual and the equilibrium levels. As the data in Table 7 show, there is considerable
inter-country variation in the adjustment speed to the last period’s disequilibrium.
When the TD is the regressand, the coefficient of the error-correction term ranges (in
absolute term) from a low of 0.052 for Burundi to a high of 0.407 in Tunisia, whereas for
BD as the regressand, the range is from a low of 0.117 for Mauritius to a high of 0.954
in Botswana. For example, in Mauritius only 11.7 percent of adjustment occurs in a
quarter, whereas the figure is 95.4 percent for Botswana.
Since the relative size of the error-correction coefficients in the VECM governs to
a large extent the adjustment of the individual variables to the equilibrium, this allows
us to confirm that the budget deficit is the primary adjuster to disequilibria by
presenting evidence that the size of the error-correction coefficient in the budget deficit
equations of the VECM are of an order of magnitude larger in absolute value than those
in the trade deficit equation.
The median (half-life) time lag gives the time for 50 percent of the adjustment of
regressand to changes in the regressors to occur. For the budget deficit equation, the
median time lag ranges from a low of 0.22 quarters in Botswana to a high of 5.60
quarters (i.e., 1.4 years) for Mauritius. The average of the median (half-life) adjustment
is 1.88 quarters for our sample. These estimates are fairly short relative to those of the
trade deficit equation, where the median time lag ranges from a low of 1.33 in Tunisia to
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a high of 13. 01 quarters (3.25 years) in Burundi, with the average half-life adjustment
being 3.74 quarters.
Table 7
Speed of Adjustment Estimates
Trade deficit as dependent
Name of
Country

εt-1

Overall
median
time lag

Budget deficit as dependent

Mean time lag
BD

y

εt-1

Overall
median
time lag

Mean time lag
TD

y

Botswana

-0.165 (0.077)

3.84

4.99

6.08

-0.954
(0.349)

0.22

1.44

1.82

Burundi

-0.052 (0.053)

13.01

15.04

18.43

-0.950
(0.384)

0.23

0.78

0.40

Kenya

-0.288 (0.079)

2.04

1.94

1.98

-0.939
(0.250)

0.25

1.59

1.28

Mauritius

-0.234 (0.105)

2.62

2.68

3.58

-0.117
(0.099)

5.60

15.92

18.67

Nigeria

-0.280 (0.106)

2.11

5.04

3.72

-0.289
(0.122)

2.03

3.88

4.15

Rwanda

-0.239 (0.162)

2.53

13.39

12.56

-0.227
(0.136)

2.70

5.36

6.38

Sierra Leone

-0.136 (0.058)

4.75

4.39

7.41

-0.157
(0.063)

4.06

4.14

4.12

South Africa

-0.214 (0.081)

2.88

4.44

2.59

-0.537
(0.175)

0.90

4.75

5.54

Togo

-0.265 (0.097)

2.25

2.60

2.45

-0.464
(0.081)

1.11

2.28

0.99

Tunisia

-0.407 (0.120)

1.33

0.72

0.23

-0.330
(0.114)

1.73

1.22

1.44

3.74

5.52

5.90

1.88

4.14

4.48

Average

The mean time lag gives the mean (average) length of time for fulladjustment (i.e., the average length of time it takes for a (unit) change in the regressors
to be transferred to the regressand. For most of the cases examined, the mean time lag
for the response of the budget deficit to changes in the trade deficit is shorter than the
response of the trade deficit to changes in the budget deficit. Also, for the former, the
average mean time lag is 4.23 quarters, whereas for the latter, it is 5.52 quarters. In sum,
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the adjustment is made by the budget deficit. In other words, it is the budget deficit that
adjusts its level for the two variables to share the same relationship over time.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, the relationship between the trade deficit and the budget deficit for
ten African countries is investigated using popular time series methodologies. When we
used conventional contegration techniques and quarterly data (1973:2 through 2005:4),
we obtained mixed evidence concerning cointegration. However, when we relaxed the
condition in the conventional cointegration analyses that the residual series must be
I(0), we were able to obtain results supportive of fractional cointegration – this
generalized form of cointegration captures slow or subtle mean-reverting dynamics -in almost all cases. Also, in terms of our long-run analyses we gather that economic
agents in these African economies are found not to follow Ricardian Equivalence
behavior since the two deficits appear to be related.
To determine whether there is a causal relationship between the trade deficit and
the budget deficit, the vector error-correction model, where lagged error-correction
term is I(d ) or fractional, was estimated. In contrast to the results in previous studies,
bidirectional long-run causality between the budget deficit and the trade deficit receives
strong empirical support in the majority of cases. Furthermore, the results show that the
source of causation in the long-run is the error-correction terms in both direction.
The results from Granger causality tests on vector-correction models suggest
that, in comparison to the long-run relation, the short-run dynamics reflect largely oneway causality running from the trade deficit to the budget deficit as well as no causality
between the deficits. Bidirectional short-run Granger causality was observed in only
one case.
On the basis of the relative magnitudes of the budget deficit error-correction
coefficients versus the trade deficit error-correction coefficients, the empirical results
reveal that the budget deficit is the primary variable that changes in order to restore
equilibrium when the system has been subjected to some shock. Also, both the mean
and the median time lags for the response of the budget deficit to changes in the trade
deficits are shorter than those of the response of the trade deficit to changes in the
budget deficit.
All in all, the results of this study have been good in the sense that common
equations were able to perform well for a diverse sample of countries. The results shed
light on the nature of the relationship between the trade deficit and the budget deficit
in these developing countries and suggest that balancing the budget cannot be expected
to reduce the trade deficit; however, what is needed are both fiscal and monetary
policies. In addition, the results suggest that government policy actions aimed at
reducing trade and budget deficits can generate at best only uncertain results if the
initial focus is not placed on policies that attempt to reduce the trade deficit.
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APPENDIX A
Fractional cointegration tests using Maximum Likelihood Estimator
(With Trade Deficit and Budget Deficit )
Countries

Maximum Likelihood
ARFIMA (p,d,q)
d*

T-Value

Residuals normalized on trade deficit

Maximum Likelihood
ARFIMA (p,d,q)
d*

T-Value

Residuals normalized on budget deficit

Botswana

(0,d,1)

-0.539

[5.11]

(0,d,1)

-0.297

[1.40]

Burundi

(0,d,1)

-0.290

[2.69]

(0,d,0)

-0.846

[9.41]

Kenya

(0,d,1)

-0.462

[4.26]

(0,d,1)

-0.983

[5.06]

Mauritius

(0,d,1)

-0.438

[3.71]

(0,d,1)

-0.472

[4.07]

Nigeria

(0,d,1)

-0.558

[6.20]

(0,d,1)

0.384

[5.21]

Rwanda

(0,d,1)

-0.715

[5.98]

(0,d,1)

-0.485

[4.05]

Sierra Leone

(0,d,1)

-0.419

[4.62]

(0,d,1)

-0.307

[2.58]

South- Africa

(0,d,1)

-0.156

[1.05]

(0,d,1)

-0.493

[3.46]

Togo

(0,d,1)

-0.544

[4.88]

(0,d,1)

-0.465

[3.84]

Tunisia

(0,d,1)

-0.483

[4.26]

(0,d,1)

-0.505

[4.71]
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